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Abstract.

This paper describes part of the work that was developed in the 3 year Co-ordinated
Programme entitled Improvement of Long Term Safety Assessment Methodologies for near
surface disposal facilities (ISAM) regarding the modelling and data issues on the safety
assessment of near surface disposal facilities for the disposal of low and ntermediate
radioactive waste.

1. Introduction

ISAM (Improvement on Safety Assernent Methodologies) is one of the Interriational tomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) coordinated research pr Jects (CRP) and involved the participation
of 46 organisations from 33 countries with the following main objectives: to provide a critical
evaluation of the approaches and tools currently in use in the post-closure safety assessment
of proposed and existing near-surface radioactive waste disposal facilities; to enhance the
approaches and tools used; to provide participants with practical experience in the
implementation of the approaches and tools; and to build confidence in the approaches and
tools used.

The first Research Co-ordination eeting (RCM), after a brief consultants meeting (CM),
was held in Vienna from 24 to 2 November 1997, at the IAEA Headquarters, with C. Torres
as Scientific Secretary (IAEA) and A. Pinner (U.K.) as Chairperson. During this meeting,
four working groups were created (each one with a Headperson nominated by the Scientific
Secretary) to deal with the following topics:

• Scenario development and justification (J. Van Blerk, South Africa),
• Model formulation and mplementation, including data (P. Hellbron, Brazil),
• Confidence building (G. Doll-nar, Canada),
• Safety case development (M. Kozak, USA).

The activities carried out under the various topics (scenario generation, confidence bilding
model formulation, safety case) are not addressed here and will De discussed in separate
papers.

As part of the ISAM pr 'ect a questionnaire was sent to the participants to provide
information to contribute to the technical work of ISAM, to gain an indication of the likely
level of participation of them in each of the activities above and to have an indicator of the
participant levels of interest which they wish to see developed by ISAM.
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Various participants highlighted that .the objectives they listed were in addition to the
objectives of the pr 'ect. The comments related to the modeling and data activities are
summarised in the following section.

2. Methodology/approaches (combination of 28 comments)

An overview, intercomparlson and critical evaluation of the safety assessment methodologies
applicable to existing and proposed disposal facilities (including site selection) should be
-ained. This should lead to a clear identification of the studv areas in which improvement and
enhancement of methodologies, approaches and tools used for safety analysis are
recommended. Such a consensus should lead to the development of an nternationally
suitable methodology or group of methodologies for the safety assessment of near-surface
disposal facilities-, including guidance on how to choose an optimum methodology applicable
to specific conditions and a world-wide perspective on methods and approaches to be used for
successful long-term safety assessments.

There should also be the exchange of experience, approaches and results in safety assessment
methodolouies. including the approaches for solving the problems encountered during the
performance assessment This could be extended to provide co-ordination and help in the
development and implementation of safety assessment methodologies.

Traininglexperience (10 comments)

The pnmarv aim here was to gain knowledge and practical experience of safety assessment
methodolocles, tools and their implementation. Additionally, experience in developing tile
methodology. increasing qualification to an international level, becoming good specialists in
safetv assessment, enhancing capabilities for carrying out assessments and seeing useful
results for practical perfon-nance in assessments was sought after.

Codes 7 comments)

Computer codes are an important tool in the assessment process, and various participants
referred to them in the context of improvements and enhancements of (computer) tools used
for safety analysis. There was concern for an up to date knowledge of performance
assessment computer codes, achieved by the exchange of information on the computer codes
used in the assessment process, perhaps through a generic assessment tools database. This
would aid the user's choice and development of calculation systems.

Models 6 comments)

Mathematical models for evaluating the safety of a repository are required, and some
consensus on issues regarding modelling were sought. Perhaps this would entail
recommended models and tools, advise on choice and development of models; guidance on
how to formulate and modify a model (especially a groundwater flow model); and details of
models for calculating the activity migration and public exposure.

Data (5 comments)

Some participants would value nformation on experimental set-ups for parameter
determination. guidance on the appropriate interpretation of the realistic data (perhaps a
generic parameter database) and also a consensus on issues relating to the data.

Using the reponses to the questionnaire and the output of a few general discussion sessions,
some primary objectives were set by the ISAM pr 'ect for the modeling and data working
group and will be seen in the next topic.
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3. Historical aspects of the RCM and CM meetings regarding the modeling and data
activities

As stated in the open literature there is a lot of known principles nvolving modeling ad ata
acquisition related to the safety assessment of near surface repositories, as follows:

I Once the scenarios have been developed, then- consequences in terms of safety assessment ust be
analysed;

2. There are models available at different levels of details and realism to evaluate and quantify the
effects of the key processes determining the performance of radioactive waste disposal systems;

3. Better modelling could clarify or reduce uncertainties associated with assessment results and also
contr'bute to further improvements the disposal system design;

4. Safety assessment models tnds to be of two complementary types:
(a) Detailed Research Models (to evaluate design and engineered options);
(b) Simplified Systems Models (Scenarios, models and parameters values are chosen

conservatively avoiding some discussions about uncertainties during the licensing process and
are models used by many countries to demonstrate regulations compliance and or support
regulatory dcisions);

5. The model must be derived from nderstanding of how disposal systems might function in the
future;

6. This understanding can be translated, after smplification, into a system of mathematical models;
7. The mathematical models can be translated into a computer language, code, to provide numerical

values of possible system performance;
8. The models are based on fundamental physical, chemical and mathematical principals (Law's);
9. The models can also be generic sed in a preliminary stage when here is lack of data) Tese

models are useful for dccision-making when considering dfferent disposal concepts or site
'fie data. For this purpose they are used during site characterisation, design, construction,

operation and post closure needing a continuous up-date of te characteristics of the site;
10. The model can be based on:

(a)Deterministic Approaches (determines sensitivity or predicted outcomes to change in
parameters and important parameters ae clearly defined, is esy to present in a pubtic
audience but is difficult to define the best pararneter (conservative, average, etc.) and the
combinations of parameters is ery difficult to address (extremes of the distribution ay not
be determined);

(b)Probabilistic Approaches (parameters are allowed to range over a distribution of possible
values resulting that te output uncertainty is explicit acknowledge, combinations of
parameters addressed but is difficult to prove regulatory compliance since most of the
regulations are written in terms of determinist standards and since parameter distribution
probability are primarily based on judgement, output is mainly a esult of 'udgement nd not
data);

I 1. A large amount of information is necessary for the design and assessment of a disposal system
(repository layout, waste form, materials used in the construction for the engineered barriers as
well as site characteristics);

12. Data is also used to create mathematical models which identify and describe the processes
affecting the repository;

13. Data acquisition is also one of the most extensive and expensive ativity related to the safety
assessment of a repository;

14. Sometimes data are recorded because they are easily measurable but ot because they are needed
for the prediction of the repository behaviour and must be avoided;

15. Data used for modelling are acquired from a variety of sources (lab x field);
16. The sources and accuracy of data needed at various stages of the modelling process differ a lot: at

early stages it might be sufficient to estimate the order of magnitude or an upper limit to the
parameter - a conservative value;

17. Data quality is also an important topic (Regulatory Bodies must be able to clearly determine where
data were generated and how they were measured and evaluate).
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Some questions related to modeling and data were posed to participants. Most of the
questlons/ans�,vers of the questionnaires were related, to some extent, to the principles cited
before. as we can see in Table After brainstorming, the participants presented 17 ideas
where the ISAM pr 'ect should focus on as follows:

• Development of a conceptual model;
• How to provide audit to trail from a scenario to computer model;
• Performance based site criteria;
• To add definitions and examples in the glossary;
• Empirical x Mechanist models;
• How to define the critical data and how to get it;
• How to use data from the past;
• Quality assurance of data;
• Model uncertainty, simplifying models in order to fit for purpose;
• Strong support for producing a data base of parameters to be linked to FEP's;
• World Wide Web;
• List of codes and their history;
• Simplification of point ;
• Quality Standards (compilation and evaluation);
• Modellin- of concrete,
• Boundary conditions;
• How transfer deep geological models to near surface models.

Table . Comments on the questionnaire

Question Topic ommenLs from questionnaire Principles
Deeiopment ot I - BeEin b%, usin ad understanding existing models. 2 and 4
mathematical models 2 - Orilv for particular cases it is necessary to develop new models

3 - Complexit-, can be of different kinds and is usually introduced to
reduce conservatism

Sources of data I- Site-specific n% estigations and experiments need to be interpreted IO. I , I2, 3 and 7
2- nput parameters based on judgment should not be called data

Suitable data for models It is difficult to find all necessary data for models I 13 and 14
Fxplicit methodology I- It depends on available data or veneric parameter used 15 and 16
Rules for deri%;nu 2- Using probabilistic analysis to soivc uncertainty input
parameters
Vlodelin2 �,% ith data IIn safetv assessment %anability is subsumed by uncertainty. IO, 16 and 14
%ariabilm Alternative scenarios are used to investigate t sensitivity of' the

output to the model formulation. 2 4 9 and 16
3 - A calculation of set of reasonable limiting cases is performed

4 and 16
Confidence le% el for I - Often Pdfs cannot be deri% ed for referenced parameters 4 and 7
data %alues - Quantitame uncertainty is presented as limitations of understanding

3 - A more complex approach is needed to that of ascribing confidence
leeis

An effort were made by the participants to identify related ideas that could at some extent be
treated in common way, resulting in four areas for further discussions, as shown on Table 11.

Table 11. orrelated ideas

Areas Ideas
A - Conceptual Mathernatical Model -1 2 9 13. 1 5, 6 ad 7

- Data 3 6 7 ad IO
C - Parameter Glossar-\ 4
D - Computer Glossar% 12

Idea and idea 14 were recommended to be treated in the confidence building group.
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After this identification, the participants for ISAM programme gave four priorities:

TASK A The elaboration of a manual incorporating some major conceptual models
(analytical solutions) with examples, including discussions about boundary conditions
(applications and 1mitations)(TASK Al) ands also a manual containing approaches to go to
scenarios development to conceptual models to mathematical models and to computer codes
(TASK A2).

TASK B: The elaboration of the data base of parameter and the fllowing initial steps were
identified:

• select the main parameters that will take part of the glossary;
• identify the type of presentation that will be used and the level of nformation that it

w'II contain;
collect the data from literature;
confidence building;

• have a look on the BIOMOVS report and RESRAD report elated to data;
• elaboration of the draft.

TASK C: The elaboration of a parameter glossary. A suggestion was made to divide the work
in two fields (conceptual definitions and parameter definitions). Due to the Tasks A and 
this one will be developed naturally since it would be necessary o Task A and lo have
definitions included in the manuals.

TASK D: The elaboration of a CODE database.

Table III shows the results obtained ID each of the meetings held under the project.

4. The final modeling and data document

The last and final document of the modeling and data is divided in five chapters and five
annexes. The first one is related to the safety assessment framework ad ncludes information
about waste classification, a ref description of the types of disposal systems and a
presentation of the main concepts and features that are utilised or considered when performing
a safety assessment process. Chapter 11 is related with the modelling framework and include
information about conceptual model development, approach to modelling (level of
complexity, determinist vs pobabilistic approaches), Information about mathematical
formulation and development of computer codes. Chapter 111, includes a lot of nfort-nation
regarding conceptual models related to natural evolution scenarios including: () source term
(liquid, gasses and solid releases); (ii) transport media (groudwater, surface water and r), etc
as well as some conceptual models for altered evolution scenarios such as: () human
activities near the facility; (Ii) inadvertent human Intrusion (construction, discovery,
agriculture, drilling and post-drilling scenarios). Chapter IV provides some examples of
mathematical models related to the onceptual models illustrated in Chapter III and Chapter V
contains a list of the main arameters used in the safety assessment process, ncluding
definitions. It is envisaged that this database would be particularly helpful during the site
selection phase or during early interactions of the safety assessment process when little site

'fie nformation may be available.
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Table 111. ISAM Meetings

On 23 to 27 of Februarv 1998 a second ISAM Co-ordinating Group Meeting as held at the
British Fuel headquarter at Risiley -X. The main objectives of this meeting were to decide on a
wa% forward on the FEPs list and database, develop the group safety case contexts and agree the
sco pe and timing of the ISAM programme up to the next RCM in February 1999. The meeting was
attended by Carlos Torres., Annette Pinner, Japic van Blerk, Paulo Heilbron and Matt Kozak. Doug
Graham (UKAEA). Trevor Surnerling (Safetv Assessment Management Ltd, UK) and Eugene Kelly
(BNFL. UK) also attended part of the meeting to assist in specific tasks. It was proposed that a report
should be produced with the objective of providing those involved in the safety assessment process of
near surface disposal facilities for low and nterinediate level radioactive waste with useful
information re-arding the modelling and data activities A first draft of this rport was produced
during the Co-ordinating Committee Meeting. The first draft of the document was initially divided
into six chapters and two annexes.

first Workin- Group mectin ws fiel i Rio de Janeiro Brazil during t priod .25 to 31
to, ?n

JuIN 1998 t tile Brazilian Nuclear Eneru% Comission headquarters, Documentation of the ISAM
programme as briefly discussed. It was envisaged that two documents might be produced: one
focussing on the output from the Working Groups; the other focussing on the Safety Cases. On this
meeting the group revised and discussed the structure proposed n the draft of the Working Group
Document on Modelling and Data. Some other minor changes were also suggested. Besides the
discussion on the structure of the document, improvements were also made in its technical content.
Some key people for the improvement of information on the main chapters were identified:
A third CM �Nas held in RisleN frorn 16-20 timember 1999 to see the pogress inade by all
technica goups during the vear of' 1999, At this meeting a second draft report of the modeling and
data �,vorkin2 2roup was revised resulting in a third and more complete version document (now wth
five chapters and five annexes) 
A third and last RC.N1 as held at the 1AEA headquarters from 25 to 30 September 2000. The
meetin2 as attended by more than sixty experts from the five continents. The modelling and data I
working group. composed of more than twenty experts, revised and dscussed 80% of the content of
the third draft of the document. A lot of corrections, based on the participant ,s comments, were
alreadv made. directly in the electronic fon-nat version of the document. It was also agreed, during
the meeting. that all participants of the ISAM project will have a last chance to send comments on the
document. The deadline for contributions was the end of December 2000.
The last ISAM co-ordinating goup meeting was held in Vicuna fom 29 October to 2
Noernber 2004 at the IAEA eadquarters and had two main objectives - to finallse the ISAM
draft documents and to discuss the scope of the new IAEA coordinated research project on
application of the lon2-term safety assessment methodologies for near surface disposal facilities. The
meeting was opened by Mr. G. Linsley (WSS) and followed by presentations of Mr. D. Graham on
the ISAM programme and of Ms. B. Batandjieva (WSS) on the current IAEA activities in the field of
radioactive waste disposal and safety assessment of radioactive waste repositories. The current status
of te individual working group activities and reports were presented by the working group leaders.
The ISAM coordinating group felt that there is a need of developing an executive summary in
addition to the two volume draft TECDOC. The summary was proposed to cover the overall
description of the programme (its objectives. structure, etc.), the summary of the main lessons leamt,
conclusions and recommendation derived from the ISAM programme. It was agreed that the
TECDOC shall consist of three volurnes and the executive sunu-nary will represent the first one. The
content of the executive summary was agreed and the first draft of the summary was prepared during
the meeting. The coordinating group has concluded that technical editing of the draft TECDOC is
recommended before it is published. The technical editing should be provided by an expert involved
in the ISAM programme who has been extensively involved in its activities.

The document includes also five annexes. Annex I includes nformation about some
conceptual model approaches such as () SACO-, (ii) Interaction Matrix, etc.. Annex 11 is also
finished and contains information related to differential equations, initial and boundary
conditions, analytical solutions, semi-analytical solutions and numerical solutions. Annex III
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is elated w1di Yeilers-11 ovej-�,Ie o ata aquisition. Annex nd V clude respoduvelvI -
infOrmation �Ibow sorne sul odes ad Internet reSOL11-CCS. Participants in the ISAAM
programnle expressed considerable interest In collecting tis ype of information, This car be
er\ importar) c k\ espe�,Jall fr thos -rich re develop1m, their 0"171t.

5. ISA-,N1 CD-ROM

A CD-ROM is in eaboratiori y te NAM protect Ul rder to Include ll the relevantJ
intorniation related to satetv aSeII-sC.nt Ofneal- SUrface disposal facillues dcveloped dUrIng he
project. Figure I how", an flustration ofthe first version chaborated bv te Braziliall Nuclear
L."nerov CommissJoili,

I ioure 1. I rt vrsion Clabol.-ated Iv te Braz I an Nuclear 1. 110-MV CMM11,S1011,

6. ISANI Follow-up

The proposals and recommeridation fr the 1SANl t`6110AX LIP. niade at the 3W RCN in
September 200. Nvcre discussed aud further developed Order to comply \vitli te ob ''ecm�e
of' the nw CRP� Itl addlucr) flC p01)01,�Il SUbmitted b M Kozak was discussed ad

idered Important to tile list Of te p0tel I (test ases)
cons be iflClUdCd I I tial top f the rle�,v

The l-,,I-OpOs, Is that tile Cordinatim-, C11,011P helle�'eS ShOUld b considered
Programme. 11
further fell into two ain areas - () Generic proposals, ,.hil 2 Test Cts,,,s anti coul be
surnmariscd as ollows.

6.1. Generic )rqj)osa1v

Li/C Soleti. As5essmelll.
Intervention - safetv assessment decislon-making.
When to remediate - safiety assessment decislon-maku.1.0,
When to up-rade - safety assessment decision-making.
Howr to close -- safetv assessment decislon-making.
How to periodically revle�,� the safety assessment - safety t decision-mak-ing.
How to coose nek� ste - safety assessment decislon-makiniZ.

Deci.% ion-nuakin,,.-
'Assessing the regulatory revje�-v pla fr a facillLy sfety, case.
Setting safety ssessment prim-itles,

Building confidence ai rsults, presentatioll.
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Technical SuNects.
Reviewing engineering barrier performance Justification.

- Reviewing human intrusion in safety assessments.
- eviewing markers and institutional control in safety assessments.

6.2. Test Cases

Nex Facilities, not covered in ISAM
I \� aste Facilities containing Lone-li� ed radionuclides In historical liabilities or i ne�� acilities

2.2 Mmin2 & Mfllm2 k\aste If manageable. but my be too complex to fie within SAM2
CRP.

Hot spots. contamination. sealed sources Some interest

2.4lDecommissionini, \\astc disposals fit saN a ne" vault, but \N ith nc�N siting?

facilities aready covered b�� ISAW bu� 4*60pe4hi0terU 12�� ��

\e\� % ault faciiit% Further optimisation of the ISAM VSC - interest from UK

Old Radon facjhtie� Further optimisation of the existing ISAM BSC interest trom
IAEA East European countr�ie,

2.6 Ne%\ Borehole facilir\ Further optimisation of the existim! ISAM BSC interest rom
I %EA and developing countries

6.3. Other Ideas

Other ideas discussed during the meeting and that may be taken forward by the IAEA include:

- Further development of the ISAM FEP List.
- Non-radiological isk aspects of the near-surface repository operation.
- Integrating environmental monitoring with the safety assessment process.

The cyroup considered that the IAEA may take these proposals forward under individual
Z7

research contracts or by initiating other coordinated research projects.
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